In this paper, a new method is introduced for computing energy-minimizing motions in twodimensional environments cluttered with a priori known static and moving obstacles. The proposed method is based on a new four-dimensional motion-planning space represented by a BumpSurface embedded in 4 ℜ . The energy-minimizing motion-design problem is expressed by a variational curve-design problem on the introduced Bump-Surface. The optimal motion is determined by a new algorithm for computing a B-spline curve on the Bump-Surface which is conformal to the motion-planning constrains. The proposed method is applied for designing the motion of nonholonomic robots in the presence of moving obstacles and its performance is tested in simulated 2D dynamic environments with car-like robots.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of determining a time-optimal path for a nonholonomic robot moving in a 2D environment cluttered with static and moving obstacles has attracted the attention of the robotics research community [12] . This interest is motivated by the large class of mechanical systems that belong in this category like the mobile robots or aircrafts and the various challenges that should be overcome to determine a time-optimal path among moving obstacles [11] . Existing motion-planning methods for computing the trajectory of a nonholonomic robot moving in a dynamic environment can be classified into two major categories: potential-field based methods and graph-search based methods.
Potential field methods [7] construct an artificial potential field where the robot is under the influence of an "attractive" potential generated by the goal position, and a dynamic "repulsive" potential generated by the static obstacles and the relative velocity and position of the robot with respect to the moving obstacles. The main limitation arises from the appearance of local minima in the combined (attractive and repulsive) field, where no descent direction exists for the robot to follow.
In the graph-search based methods [2] , time is defined as an additional workspace dimension. The required path is planned into a formulated space-time of higher dimension where moving obstacles are transformed to static [5] . Thus, motion-planning among both moving and static obstacles is reduced to motion-planning in a stationary environment. Generally, current works formulate the problem as a two-stage optimization process: in the preprocessing phase a roadmap is constructed with respect to the static obstacles by taking into account the nonholonomic constraints, and then, a feasible robot trajectory is computed on that roadmap (local time-optimality). The resulted path is a sequence of line segments which is an unpleasant feature because the robot is forced to make a complete stop each time it meets a curvature discontinuity. Also, traditional path planning techniques, such as visibility graphs, cannot be directly applied to high dimensional environments [12] .
On the other hand, CAGD methods for freeform curve design are able to provide direct solutions to various motion design problems like i.e., moving a robot (either mobile or arm) with respect to a fixed coordinate system [16] . Therefore the generation of one-parametric motions with given properties has been extensively studied by this research community. Another field of current interest is the variational design of curves constrained on surfaces. Large portion of research focuses on quaternion animation on 3-sphere because of its well known relationship with rigid body motions [10] while newer work concentrates on computing energy-minimizing curves embedded in manifolds of arbitrary dimension [9] .
Bump-Surfaces are recently introduced by the last two authors [1] in order to solve the problem of motion-planning in two dimensions (2D) with arbitrary static obstacles. The search method is global and it is based on an energyminimizing algorithm applied to solve a variational curve-design problem in a subspace of [ ]
The Bump-Surface represents the entire 2D working environment of a robot with a two-parametric surface embedded in 3 ℜ , which is everywhere flat (i.e., 0 z = ) except of the areas that correspond to obstacles. These areas have a zcoordinate larger than zero which makes the length of the robot path too long when it passes through obstacles. In this way the robot configuration space is actually a three-dimensional (3D) parametric surface in Euclidean space capturing both the free and the forbidden areas of the robot workspace. The robot motion is determined by a curve onto this surface which, in the original method, expresses the position of the robot in the 2D workspace.
The method presented in [9] constrains motion design of curves onto the six-dimensional manifold of the Euclidean Group SE(3) of rigid body motions and requires the existence of intermediate robot configurations between the start and target configuration. This method is able to handle static obstacles and barriers but it is not clear how to apply it to rotational rigid bodies or to dynamic environments with moving obstacles.
In this paper we exploit further the concept of Bump-Surfaces to address time-optimal path planning in 2D dynamic environments with moving obstacles. First we present a new motion-planning space embedded in 4 ℜ which is able to capture the dynamic robot workspace via a three-dimensional (3D) manifold represented by a three-parametric surface embedded in ℜ . An energy-minimizing strategy is then applied to the resulted 4D surface in order to determine the motion of a nonholonomic robot through a one-parametric curve that satisfies optimally the given motion-planning objectives. The search problem is solved using Genetic Algorithms [8] with variable length chromosomes [15] .
In the context of this paper we concentrate on planning forward motion only, i.e., without backing-up manoeuvres, for nonholonomic robots. However, the energy-minimizing strategy introduced in this paper can be applied to similar motion design problems and it is related to research on interpolating and approximating minimizers on surfaces of arbitrary finite dimension [17] , and on snakes on surfaces [13] . This paper is organized as follows. The problem description and general considerations are given in Section 2. Section 3 presents the proposed space for motion-planning, while Section 4 describes the energy-minimizing constrains. Section 5 introduces an algorithm for computing optimal motions in the new motion-planning space. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 6, and Section 7 gives some final conclusions and hints for future work.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Assume a nonholonomic robot with two rear wheels and two directional front wheels, which is modeled as a rectangle moving in a 2D environment cluttered with a priori known static and moving obstacles that follow known trajectories. The robot has features similar to that of a car, i.e., a limited steering angle which imposes a lower-bounded turning radius.
In this paper we search for a one-parametric curve in the 2D robot workspace which determines a collision-free robot path. The motion-planning criteria and constraints are as follows:
i.
The path should not intersect with the obstacles. ii. The length of the path should be minimal. iii. The path should have a lower-bounded turning radius. iv. The path should be time monotone. v. The path should be smooth without sharp corners and with optimal parameterization.
Concerning the criterion ii, it is assumed that the robot is moving with a velocity of constant magnitude rob u and therefore a time-optimal path corresponds to the shortest path.
The robot's path is represented by a B-Spline curve in order to take into advantage the local attributes and the well known numerical stability of the respective computational implementations [14] . The configuration of a nonholonomic robot in the original 2D dynamic environment is defined by a triple , is defined by the main axis of the robot and the velocity vector at the midpoint F of the two front wheels, where ρ is the radius of curvature at point r [12] . In this way one is able to incorporate the robot orientation into a "curve-design procedure" for determining a robot trajectory ( ) s r that satisfies the aforementioned motion-planning objectives. 
DEFINITION OF A NEW SPACE FOR MOTION-PLANNING IN THE PRESENCE OF MOVING OBSTACLES
In this section, we present the construction of the proposed space for performing motion-planning of nonholonomic robots in the presence of moving obstacles. The introduced space is represented by a four-dimensional (4D) parametric surface, called as Bump-Surface, which resembles the well known configuration space concept [12] . The proposed Bump-Surface is able to represent all the available configurations of the nonholonomic robot through a family of oneparametric curves lying on that surface. In other words the robot's position and rotation is determined by a curve constrained on the Bump-Surface (see also Section 4) and therefore it is not necessary to incorporate the robot's orientation as a separate surface dimension.
Incorporating Time in the Initial Workspace (or Defining the 3D Workspace)
The robot's 3D workspace W is the Cartesian product of the initial 2D robot environment and the time interval T which is bounded to yield in [0, ] f t , where 0 is the initial and 0 f t > is the final time (without loss of the generality it is assumed henceforth that
. The planning will occur directly in W and it can be treated as the usual Configuration Space [12] with one critical difference: time marches forward, meaning that the path must be time-monotonic (condition iv). 
Defining the Proposed Motion-Planning Space (or Defining the 4D Bump-Surface)
The Bump-Surface [1] represents the aforementioned 3D workspace of a robot with a 3D manifold embedded in
In this way the motion-planning is defined to be a four-dimensional parametric surface in Euclidean space capturing both the free and the forbidden areas of the robot workspace. Although the Bump-Surface is considered to extent to infinity, in the rest of this paper we will concentrate in [ ] Given a 3D workspace W the construction of the Bump-Surface is a straightforward extension of the Z-Value algorithm detailed in [1] and [18] . This algorithm briefly considers that W is discretized into uniform subintervals along its , u v and t orthogonal directions respectively, forming a grid of points : 0,1 0,1
where , p f and g denote the degree in the , u v and t direction of the Bump-Surface respectively. ijk p are the grid points, and Therefore one is able to trace the robot's path in the original 2D dynamic environment through a one-parametric curve
, lying on S . This fact provides the necessary motivation to perform a search for an optimal path on S in order to satisfy the aforementioned motion-planning criteria and constraints (i) -(v) .
ENERGY-MINIMIZING MOTIONS ON THE 4D BUMP-SURFACE
In the present work the motion-planning objective (iii) is directly connected to the path's radius of curvature ρ .
Therefore all feasible configurations of the nonholonomic robot are represented onto the Bump-Surface manifold S through a family of one-parametric curves lying on S .
Let R denote the image of the rear wheels midpoint r in W . Then R traces a path given by 
Satisfying Objectives (i) and (ii)
Following the results from [1] and [18] a valid path which avoids the time-dependent obstacles should be searched in the "flat" areas of the Bump-Surface S . A path that "climbs" the "bumps" of the Bump-Surface results to a path in W (and hence in the 2D dynamic environment) that penetrates the 3D time-dependent obstacles. By construction, the arc-length of ( ) s R approximates the length of its image ( ) 
where, , u v S S and t S are the partial derivatives of S with respect to , u v and t , respectively.
In order to take into account the shape of the nonholonomic robot, which should not intersect with the obstacles, a set of vertices
is selected on its boundary according to its shape and the requested accuracy (e.g., we set 4 n = for a rectangular-shaped robot Therefore, the minimizer of
with respect to the control points i p , corresponds to the minimum external energy of ( ) s R and leads to a collision free path which satisfies the conditions ( ) i and ( ) ii .
Satisfying Objective (iii)
The third objective expresses the requirement for a minimum turning radius min 
By computing the roots of the derivative of ( ) k s one is able to determine the curve points ( ), 1,...,
using the Regula-Falsi method [4] between the inflection points [14] [6] . The roots of s R are again computed using the Regula-Falsi method.
Satisfying Objective (v)
Objective (v) expresses the requirement for a smooth path ( ) s R without sharp corners and loops and with an optimal parameterization, allowing, thus, for a smooth robot motion with constant velocity. These requirements are expressed by:
The minimizer of int E with respect to control points i p subject to the constraints (8), (9) results to the minimization of the internal energy of ( ) s R and leads to a path satisfying optimally the objectives (iii) and (v).
The Overall Motion-Planning Problem
Taking the above into consideration the final global optimization problem is written as:
is the combined energy and its minimization with respect to , 1, , 2 weight factors which means that if for example we want to search for shorter paths ignoring to some degree their smoothness we must put 1 2 a a > .
COMPUTING THE OPTIMAL ROBOT MOTION
Equation (11) corresponds to a nonlinear optimization problem with nonlinear constrains. We propose the use of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to solve this problem because of their ability to search exhaustively large and complex spaces, reaching a global near-optimal solution in the presence of multiple local minima. In order to apply GAs one has to select the "genetic operators" which include crossover, mutation and selection [8] . In the proposed method we use uniform crossover, a Gaussian mutation operator and the Roulette Wheel selection. Each chromosome represents a possible path for the robot as a sequence of the unknown control points i p which define the B-Spline curve ( ) s R (Eqn. (2)). We use the following fitness function in order to minimize comb E :
is the maximum number of control points of ( ) s R , L the arc length of the image of ( ) s R onto S and E D is the Euclidean length of the straight line connecting the starting and the destination point defined in W . Function X is given by:
Eqn. (13) allows the GA to determine the optimal number of control points that define the robot's path, while Eqn. (14) 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed method is investigated with a car-like robot moving in various 2D dynamic environments. The results indicate that the new method determines a near time-optimal path whenever it exists. Due to the page limits of this paper, we present the results obtained by the proposed method only in two scenes (corresponding video files (avi) can be found in http://www.mech.upatras.gr/~Robotics).
The overall method is implemented on a Pentium IV 3.2 GHz PC using Matlab. The size of the car-like robot is 0.075 by 0.025 environment units (the distance between its two axes is 0.07 units). The grid size is set to 50 50 50 × × , the maximum number of the control points is set to max 10 N = and the general GA's control parameters are defined as follow: population size =100 , number of generations = 90 , crossover rate = 0.7 and probability of boundary mutation = 0.0075 . Finally, in all experiments we set 1 0.7 a = , 2 0. shows the 3D workspace W cluttered with the three time-dependent obstacles. Figures 4(c) -(e) show three snapshots of the computed motion of the car-like robot within the dynamic environment. In Fig. 4 (c) the robot is moving near to the static obstacle, in Fig. 4(d) it is passing through the moving obstacles and, finally, in Fig. 4(e) it reaches the target location. The robot's path is defined by five control points and it is shown in Fig.4(f) . The processing time is 7.98 min. Finally, we have compared the proposed motion-design method with the potential-fields method reported in [7] using the same environment reported in that work which consists of three moving and three stationary polygonal obstacles. The proposed method gave a solution in 187 seconds while the method in [7] required 212 seconds. The derived path is again smooth and collision free. Contrarily to [7] the new method is able to take into account the actual shape of the moving robot and the corresponding nonholonomic constraints.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new method for computing planar energy-minimizing motions in the presence of moving obstacles has been proposed. The introduced method is based on a new motion-planning space which is defined by a fourdimensional Bump-Surface incorporating both static and moving obstacles. The computation of the optimal energyminimizing motion is searched on the new 4D surface using a genetic algorithm with variable length chromosomes.
The proposed methodology has been applied for designing the motion of nonholonomic robots moving in a dynamic environment. Simulations with a car-like robot have shown that the new method works effectively in complicated situations. The computed path was always smooth, conformal to the motion-planning objectives in contrast to existing methods which result to polygonal paths. Future work will be concentrated on applying the Bump-Surface concept in the state × time space including the magnitude of the robot velocity as a further motion-design variable.
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